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The weather was hot and sunny for the small number of
beginners which attended the meeting. The first two colonies

we looked at had been split 3 weeks before. A few days prior to the
split, young larvae had been found in several queen cells so a few
days later with all the equipment ready for an artificial swarm they
were opened and it was found they had torn down queen cells
(probably in response to increased space and deteriorating
weather), so a split was carried out instead as it was a huge colony
on 6 boxes (free ranging queen so 3 boxes of brood) and they were
likely to want to swarm at some point. At the meeting the
queenright half was inspected and found to be thriving now on
brood plus three supers. The other colony had not made
satisfactory emergency cells, so had been given a frame of brood
from the queenright half and now had 5 nice sealed emergency
cells, three of which were removed to an incubator at the end of the
meeting.

The third colony had, a few days before, been found with early
stage queen cells so I was able to demonstrate the finding of

the marked, queen and making up of a nucleus with frames of
honey, bit of pollen, 2 of brood mostly sealed so less work for the
reduced workforce, and several frames of nurse bees shaken in.
This was moved to the other side of the apiary. To help find the
queen on more than one box of brood, especially a queen which
might run into the next box and then back, I tried out a tip I had
found in an old book by R.O.B Manley I bought at the Bee
Festival, which is to put 3 blocks of wood under the first box of
brood before looking. The parallel sides of my tapered blocks
which I use to slowly lower a heavy box to avoid squashing bees
worked well. She will not cross the gap so you can thoroughly
inspect one box at a time knowing she will not be running down
and then up the other side back where you have already checked.
When safely in a queen cage in my pocket, we then went through
the colony (3 boxes of brood) to identify and mark the frames with
the best queen cell. An open cell with larva visible was selected
and a sealed and several younger cells were removed. It will have
to be inspected again in 4-5 days to make sure no more emergency
queen cells have been made. The reason for taking off a Nuc rather
than a standard artificial swarm is to retain a full workforce as the
honey flow will be starting mid-June. Because virgins are slow to
mate in large colonies, in 7 days time I shall re-introduce the queen

back into the large colony, and the queen cell on its frame will be
safe to move into the Nuc. This is best between days 11 and 13
since the queen egg was laid, ie after it has pupated but before the
final moult when the developing wing buds are very vulnerable to
vibration. The virgin should mate better from the Nuc and with a
honey flow on the main colony will, hopefully, have other things
on its mine than swarming. All my queens are clipped which
delays swarms from leaving and the workforce will return in any
case.

We briefly discussed supering but got a bit distracted with
making up the Nuc so my guidelines for supering are as

follows:
Don’t stint on space, particularly in large colonies and up to about
mid July, as nectar occupies three times the space the final honey
will occupy.
During a honey flow it is a good time to get foundation drawn, but
at other times it is better to use drawn comb if available.
Bottom supering: you may get pollen deposited in the box
immediately above the brood. If foundation is put there, remove
the queen excluder until the bees are up there, or put in one or two
frames of drawn comb, as foundation can act as a barrier and
promote congestion and swarming. If there is a flow on and a
strong colony the warmth from the brood below will help draw
nice straight combs quickly. Put a drawn super below the queen
excluder to relieve congested brood area or above the queen
excluder if short of honey storage room (or remove the queen
excluder altogether!).
Top supering: If it is a small colony, splitting the colony with a box
of foundation may hinder and chill them so top is best in that
situation, they will go up when they are ready. Also best to use
drawn comb if a small colony, it will encourage them to expand. In
a big strong colony, you can add a super anywhere providing the
weather is warm and they are expanding.
Middle supering: This avoids the risk of pollen deposit. Put a new
super below a heavy super which should be removed for extraction
if ready or put on the top as it acts as a barrier to brood expansion
and honey storage. Middle is a good compromise. Move full
frames to the sides of the box to encourage even filling of super.

Photos of the meeting are in “Photo Corner”

Grass Roots Out Apiary Meeting 3rd June - Report by Amanda Millar

We invite all 'lesser experienced' B&L members to be at Barcombe out- apiary at 1.30pm where they will be able to open a hive and see how much they have learned this
year. An experienced bee-keeper will be on hand to help and advise, but this is YOUR DAY to be 'hands on'.  Then there will be a demonstration of how to get those bees
out of the supers so you can recover honey--- bee free.

Other B&L members are invited to join the meeting at 2.30pm, when their advice and hints will be invaluable. Refreshments usually about 3pm. Don't forget to bring a cup!!
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Amanda advises

June has kept me busy with my bees after a relatively
quiet previous month. My best, largest colonies

earmarked for queen rearing obligingly each started to
make a small number of queen cells, without me having to
force them. In order to keep strong colonies for honey
gathering, I just took the queen off in a nucleus in three
cases and in the fourth used the old queen (2016) to re-
queen a colony of dubious temper and health.  They now
seem much better.  I harvested surplus queen cells for
Apidea. One big colony has now mated, laying and busy,
another two I am waiting for the virgin to mate. Because
there is always a risk of delay in a virgin mating from a big
colony, I decided in one to swap back the queen with the
queen cell when it was ready for moving (a week later, i.e.
2-4 days before hatching) as they mate better from smaller
colonies and I wanted the main colony to work hard
bringing in nectar. I checked her a week later and yes they
had been busy, big beautiful queen was there but having
trouble finding space to lay in as while she was away the
foragers had filled the spaces on the brood frames with
nectar so I have given her a box of drawn comb to lay in to
ease the pressure and moved the one shallow frame with 5
open swarm cells to the top of the colony with a view to
harvesting them, however they have torn them down,
sadly. Taking her off for only a week may not have been
enough to change their minds from swarming. But so far I
am still in control.... just waiting for the queen cell in the
nuc to hatch and mate.

Strangely, one week in mid June, I found swarms
clustering under two hives, not from my colonies. One

small swarm I put in an Apidea and the already mated
queen laid eggs the next day. The other large swarm under
a hive, I brushed into a partially drawn super placed under
the hive. A hands and knees job and they were rather bad
tempered, but seemed to be fanning and accepted the box.
Putting the insert under both hives certainly speeded up
their use of the new entrance. At dusk I shut it up and next
day moved it well away to an out apiary. After a week this
swarm had drawn out and laid up 4 frames. Black bees and
very good tempered now. Unusually the first frame they
drew out in drone size, now with larvae, then two frames in
worker sized cells with multiple eggs in the cells, neat and
at the bottom. I wait impatiently for another week or more
to see if it is worker brood. Is it a newly mated queen
settling down, or a drone layer or laying workers? It
normally takes more than two days for queenless workers
to start laying though. Where these swarms are coming
from I don’t know, and why don't they use my nice bait
hive instead of upsetting my colonies, and making me
grovel under a hive? Another cluster under a hive was a
result of the clipped queen coming out and going back
under the floor. Not sure why she did that as they did not
have sealed queen cells in there, only a few with very
young larvae. She either went back in or got lost but I must
now go in, check and thin any queen cells.

With a bit of luck now the nectar flow is on they will
settle down to the important business of nectar

gathering and stop messing around. The blackberries
started to flower at the beginning of June and were in full
flower by 9th round me earlier even than last year. So I am

guessing the honey flow will
be all over by the end of July.

In the May notes I
mentioned the hygienic pin

and card test comparison I
was going to do.  I did this on
colonies 9 and 10 and a few
days later in colony 4 using a
toothpick. After 24 hours all
the damaged larvae had been
removed and one had filled
the holes with nectar too - but
they had also removed the entire card and the metal frame
pin used to hold it in place. In colony 4 I found it on the
floor 24 hours later much reduced in size and still being
attacked by bees, I found the one from 9 a week later still
nearly intact. In 9 there were still scales in the cells and
there was an uncapped sac brood next to the pin test site.
(See photos in Photo Corner) Not a hygienic colony. Next
time I will try fixing the card with a drawing pin in the
hope it will be easier to relocate.

Jobs for July. Keep piling on the supers if they need
space, but only until mid July and then shuffle full

frames to the edge rather than put on new boxes, if you
want full frames for extraction. If you don't mind some
'unfinished' honey but want drawn comb for next year
then, just put on more supers. I did not take any off in May
but will have to think about doing an extraction before too
long as the boxes are becoming too high and heavy to lift
off from a stack of 5 or 6. Keep an eye on the temperature
if it becomes hot this month be prepared to shade the hive
at midday, and make sure they have access to water
nearby. Colonies which have had artificial swarm, or an
actual swarm collected often replace/supersede their old
queens in the late summer so don’t be surprised if you see
just one (rarely two) queen cells, let them get on with it.

I take off most of my supers (in stages with due
consideration for space for bees to rest in at night) at the

end of July as the Ragwort seems to flower in early August
and I don't like it contaminating my honey. I monitor for
mites using the insert towards the end of July, as it is too
difficult to dust with all the supers on. This helps me
decide the method of mite treatment which I will have
ready to put on as soon as the supers are removed,
extracted, returned for licking dry and finally removed for
the season. Most of them I shall leave with a super of
honey for the winter.  If I treat with Apiguard I shall
probably remove this super for the duration of the
treatment just in case there is any honey left in the spring I
might want to use, as it does rather taint it.

\\\\\\\\\\amanda head.jpg
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Apidea Adventures by Amanda Millar

I have such adventures with Apidea most years;
this year in particular! One of my first queens in

an Apidea became a drone laying queen after only
17 days. She must have given up waiting for that
period of cool rainy weather in May to pass. I
removed her and shook out the workers as I did not
have a spare virgin or cell to give them at the time.
That day I housed a small swarm found under
another colony with mated queen as it happened, in
an Apidea, shut them in and two days later already
with eggs laid, put them where the thrown out one
had been, thinking any stragglers might go there if
they had not already joined the other two Apidea
on that stand. A few hours later I found this lovely
queen in the centre of a ball of bees on the table;
although rescued she died shortly after. A few days
later, I opened them thinking to remove any started
emergency queen cells prior to adding a virgin and
found a middle sized queen (newly mated?) calmly
marching around inspecting the comb. No idea
where she came from! They are messing up my
breeding records as I don't know her parentage
now!

I put a pair of Apidea out together; one virgin I
forgot to check if she had been released from the

cage and by the time I did, 2 days later, the fondant

was rock hard and she was dead. But a couple of
days later I noticed the other Apidea had decamped
with their virgin and moved into the other one
(maybe she came back from a mating flight and
went into the queenless one where she was
welcomed with open arms and the lonely bees all
merged into the one with the queen.)   The empty
one I filled up with bees and gave them a virgin.

Ten days later they were down to 2 seams, just
larvae, no eggs or sealed and very agitated. One
day later there were 4 seams of bees, sealed worker
brood and 3 queen cells which I removed and gave
them a virgin. I can never take them for granted or
assume anything. In another Apidea I heard the
newly added virgin piping, so know she was safe
in there. At the moment I have 3 queens
successfully mated and laying and 5 virgins not yet
confirmed mated.

Apidea have so many uses, I use them to house
tiny swarms; as an insurance parking place for old
queens when doing swarm control, as mating nucs
for virgins without having to take large numbers of
bees from mature colonies. As I have an incubator,
I usually wait for cells to hatch and then put the
virgins in when they are 24-48 hours old when
their queenly smells are better developed via tiny
home made cages. It means they are safely past the
first risks of hatching, as they sometimes hatch
with deformed wings. This may be because of
virus or because their wing development is very
critical in the 48 hours after sealing  and 48 hours
before hatching. I did lose a whole batch of virgins
to wing damage as I know I got my dates wrong
and harvested them at the wrong time. Days 11-13
from egg laying is the least risky time to move
queen cells. But of course one cannot be absolutely
sure of dates if they make emergency queen cells -
are the larvae hours old or up to 3 days old?

The good Apidea colonies I either use to re-
queen other colonies, or gradually move up

into nucs and then full colonies. It is also possible
to over winter Apidea, providing the winter is
kind, they are strong and disease free. I replaced
the solid floors with pieces of mesh so I could dust
against varroa. Then if you have a queenless
colony or drone laying queen during early spring
you can rescue them. They do not use many bees
but have so many uses, I urge you to try it.
Instructions for setting them up are on the B&L
website information sheets page.
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Brighton & Lewes were invited to take a stand at the  inaugural
Ovingdean Green Festival on Saturday, 23rd June 2018. The

day started bright and sunny and with a plot under the trees this
could probably be the best plot of all. We arrived at 9:45 offloaded
and proceeded to setup the stall. As this was the first outing with
the new gazebo it went up very quickly, much better in my opin-
ion than the old one. The table was setup and loaded with honey,
candles, honey marmalade, bee pictures, wax and other Products
of the Hive. A small table was borrowed from the Village Hall to
set the observation hive on and we were ready for action. One
small problem, it was only about 10:45 and the Festival did not
officially open until midday and that's when realisation set in, not
only was it shady under the trees but certain members “behind the
counter” then started to complain that it was cold. Mary to the res-
cue and our two female colleagues were able to wrap-up and stay
warm, at least that’s what they told me.

After a slow start things started to pick up and a brisk trade en-
sued, selling lots of honey, all of the honey marmalade and

Bob had to call for extra honey as he was down to the last few
jars. I don’t know if it sold well because it was truly local with his
hives less than a mile away or because it would appear that most
people seemed to know Bob.

As is usual at these events, the observation hive was very pop-
ular and not just with the children, mums, dads, nanas and

granddads were all equally enthralled by the bees, especially when
they were able to spot the queen. Some were also convinced that
she was born with the yellow mark on her thorax!

The event was well supported by a number of local groups and
others not quite so local. There was a good selection of stalls

each either selling or displaying a  variety of  wares and services
and there were a couple of what appeared to be very good food
outlets. The WI had occupancy in the Village Hall selling a variety
of cakes and all things WI. Along side them was a well stocked
bar and appeared to be very popular. No surprise there then!  The
Village Hall was also the venue for a number of talks and demon-
strations and n the occasions I went in, they all appeared to be well
attended. There was also a dog show again well attended and with
a large selection of different breeds, and some “Heinz 57’s” The
Festival officially closed ½ hour early at 4:30pm, much to the re-
lief of many I would suspect. This is one event that, should it be
held in future years, will become a regular entry in the B&L calen-
dar. Please see email below from one of the organiser's.
Dear Hilary

On behalf of the whole organising committee of OGF, I am writing to
thank you and your colleagues for taking part in the festival on Satur-
day.   It was good of you to give up your day to be an essential part of the
event.  You had an excellent range of locally produced honey and other
items for sale and hopefully we have spread the message about the need
to protect bees and encourage them in our gardens.

As you know, this was our first event of this type and we felt it went very
well and played a part in bringing the community together and highlight-
ing the importance of protecting our wildlife and environment.

Any feedback you may have would be gratefully received.

Once again very many thanks and best wishes.

Pam Wright

Ovingdean Green Festival - report by Norman Dickinson

Photos by Bob Curtis, more can be found in Photo Corner

https://www.sussexexpress.co.uk/news/beekeepers-and-bees-invite-you-to-share-their-honey-and-wisdom-1-8501599
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Cooksbridge Out Apiary Meeting 24th June - Report by Ian White
  Photos by Bob Curtis

Despite choosing to have a meeting on the day England
played Panama in the World Cup, we had a very good
turnout.

The original theme was going to be ‘Queen rearing’ but
as usual I wasn’t ready, and the bees weren’t playing
ball. The very cold weather in March retarded the build-
up of my bees to the extent none of my hives have
shown any inclination to start building queen cells let
alone swarming.

On the matter of swarms, and as Swarm Coordinator,
this has been a very poor year for swarms. All the books
say swarming starts in late April and goes onto mid-July.
Well, this year my first call came on the 6th May and we
only managed to collect 16 swarms for the remainder of
the month (compared to double that last year). June
wasn’t much better with 11 swarms collected. If you are
still waiting for a swarm, please be patient.

Back to the meeting; with several very new beekeepers
present five hives were opened, and some observations
were made.

We examined the brood to see if we could identify all the
stages of development. Please, if you ware glasses,
even just for reading, ware them! It is very difficult as a
new beekeeper to see the newly laid eggs at the bottom
of the cells. Even if you don’t, a cheap pair of glasses
will help and they’re easier than growing a third hand to
hold a magnifying glass as well.

We checked the brood pattern to
see if the queen was laying properly in a
close pattern. Talked about the concentric ring
pattern of the brood as successive waves of eggs
are laid in newly vacant cells. Compared the
build up of the colony with the hive notes and
marked a new queen. I had even managed to hive
a swarm that had settled in an old chimney.

But far and away the biggest
learning point we made, was to check if you are putting
syrup or water into the kettle while making the tea;
thanks Hilary.

My dear fellow beekeepers,

I’m sorry I gave you the wrong address for the new
Brighton and Lewes Beekeepers Google Group.
The correct address is

arianebee69@gmailcom

My dear fellow beekeepers,
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Message from your Chairman
My dear fellow beekeepers,

I’m sorry I gave you the wrong address for the new Brighton
and Lewes Beekeepers Google Group. The correct
address is

arianebee69@gmailcom

This group is an exciting new way for all of our
beekeepers, beginners and experienced, to keep
in contact with each other; network, support each
other, share equipment and generally nurdle about
the joys and tribulations of beekeeping.

Ariane Hadjilias and I have been looking at ways
to create an informal community of Brighton &
Lewes beekeepers, which runs alongside the
formal structure of the division. The aim of this
would be to enhance the member experience by
offering individual members the opportunity to
contact each other through a closed group, to ask

questions, meet up for a chat, or set up a visit to
someone’s apiary to look at different beekeeping
methods or learn new skills.

To facilitate this, we have set up a Google group.
Once you join the group you can send and receive
e-mails from other members of the group

I urge you to join this group, please contact Ariane
at the above address

arianebee69@gmail.com

Look forward to hearing from you soon

Ian White
Brighton & Lewes Chair

Link to a fun site sent in by Lionel Reuben
Manchester's 125 bee swarm sculptures' art trail
Thousands of children and teenagers have been involved in designing and decorating 125 bee sculptures
to form an art trail in Manchester.
Artists aged from 18 months to 18 years were involved, as part of the Bee in the City event to celebrate
Manchester's "creativity and pioneering spirit".
They will go with 100 super-size sculptures which have been crafted by local artists.

Watch the video at
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-manchester-44506321/manchester-s-125-bee-swarm-sculptures-art-
trail

Contributions greatly appreciated
The Brighton and Lewes Beekeepers newsletter is by and for the membership. If you  have an article that you
believe may be of interest (or maybe not!) To your fellow members then please submit to me at
editor.blbees@outlook.com I can accept your submission in any format and can be up to 1500 words long. Any
article longer than that could be split into two parts.

Photos can also be submitted in any format and don’t necessarily need to be accompanied by text, single or
multiple photos can be included in Photo Corner.

Norman

mailto:editor.blbees@outlook.com
mailto:editor.blbees@outlook.com
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Photos from the South of England Show - by Bob Curtis
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Photos referred to in Amanda’s Notes on Page 2

Photo Corner - Photos by Amanda Millar & Bob Curtis
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Contributions to your newsletter
Contributions, including photos, to the newsletter (max 900 words) can be sent, preferably by email, to the editor see panel above for details
Photos etc. for the website should be emailed to our webmaster, see panel above.

Outdoor meetings: Meetings are on Saturdays and Sundays. Unless otherwise, stated a
1.30pm start for beginners will be followed by a general meeting at 2.30pm. All meetings
advertised will be weather permitting. Location maps are on the website in the member’s section.

Summer Programme
14th April @ Barcombe with Heather McNiven .
29th April @ Cooksbridge with Ian White.
6th May @ Grassroots with Amanda Millar.
12th May @ Barcombe with Heather McNiven.
26th May @ Bob Curtis ASpiary
3rd June @ Grassroots with Amanda Millar.
9th July @ Barcombe
29th July @ Grassroots with Amanda Millar.
2nd Sept @ Newick, annual BBQ with Heather McNiven

For your diary
8th April  - B&L Tuition days in Hurstpierpoint aimed at new beekeepers FULLY BOOKED. The Tuition
day scheduled for 29th April has unfortunately been cancelled due to insufficient numbers.
21st April - West Sussex BKA Convention - please see details in newsletter
Sat 19th May 2018 - Sussex Beekeeper Association Festival of Bees, Heathfield Community College.
7th to 9th June - South of England Show @ Ardingly Showground Details at http://www.seas.org.uk
30th June - B&L stand at the Saltdean Fayre.
4th August - B&L stand at the Rottingdean Fayre.
23rd Sept - Westdean Green Community Event, help required, contact Judith at newapiary@hotmail.com

The Brighton and Lewes Division of the SBKA cannot accept any responsibility for loss, injury or damage
sustained by persons in consequence of their participation in activities arranged.

Divisional Diary 2017/8
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